The Liaison Office of Operations Department has established an efficient software system for take-over management known as TCS (Take-over process Control and follow-up System). Everyone in the plant can visit the TCS website through the internal computer network. It is tightly incorporated with the interface procedures and is widely used to control the taking-over process, follow-up the clearance of reservations and provide different information on take-over activities as EESR, TOB, TOM, and TOTO.

The TCS has been used to monitor all the important points on the process control, including the delivery time of the requests, deadline for comments following visit on site, comments from operations to project and the status on signature of certificates. Reservations found in earlier take-over stages are carefully monitored and are not taken to the next stage unless they are resolved with each reservation traceable and retrievable in the TCS.

Timely information on the overall status of system hand-over, lists of reservations, clearance ratios etc. can be produced through TCS for both management and working levels. In order to ensure good communication during the take-over process, TCS also provides notifications on site joint visits, and the status of completed, on-soling and planned take-over activities.